This article focuses on mathematical modelling of mobile robot with differentially driven two-wheel chassis. The derivation of kinematic model is based on holonomic constraints for it's wheels movement, that are expressed through geometric transformations between robot's local coordinate system and the global coordinate system, in which the robot is moving. Within the dynamics derived using the Newton's laws, the friction between the contact surfaces of wheels and plane is also included as a generalized model. Mathematical model is implemented in the Simulink environment with internal control loop that suppress the impacts of dynamics. Conducted simulation experiments in open and closed-loop demonstrate, how the inclusion of the friction can have serious impact on the mobile robot final position in meaning of the forces, which are acting on it's movement.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the mobile robotics has seen a significant development from a scientific perspective, but also in terms of expansion to business or to general public [1] . The logistic, service or social robots of nowadays that are moving in plane usually use the differential driven two-wheels chassis concept because it offers a high mobility with good stability and this article focuses mainly on their mathematical modelling. Moreover, the two-wheel differential chassis concept is the base for more complex multi-wheeled or tracked chassis robot designs. Basic mathematical models of mentioned types of robots can be divided into the independent kinematic model and the dynamic model, which usually have the internal control loop designed to suppress the impacts of dynamics [2] .
In order to obtain the kinematics model, the holonomic constraints for the mobile robot overall movement has to be taken into account. These constraints can be derived using the chassis geometric properties and transformations between the coordinate systems [3] , this article presents the general approach to obtain holonomic constraints based on the wheel position's on the chassis. Dynamical properties of the mobile robot can be obtained using Newton-Euler method or using the Lagrange approach [3] , however both approaches doesn't include the friction, which affects the moving robot.
The friction is complex non-linear physical phenomenon [4] , [5] . In the most cases, is usually considered as a disturbance and the goal of the system control is to eliminate it's effects. In mobile robotics, the friction is often neglected [3] , owing to the size of robot, overdimensioned actuators and internal control loops. In some cases, the friction is considered only as a simple model [2] , but in terms of forces that are really affecting the robot's movement it plays a significant role. In this article, a general model of friction is used as an extension of the mobile robot dynamics in conjunction with [6] .
Mathematical model of the mobile robot is implemented in simulation environment Simulink [7] , where the nonlinear model of general friction can be included into the robot's simulation model which can be used in experiments. Although friction affects mainly the dynamic properties of the robot and the velocities of the wheels, to get a better idea of it's impacts, it is appropriate to preview them as differences of robot's movement in plane using the kinematic model of the mobile robot.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF NONHOLO-NOMIC MOBILE ROBOT WITH DIFFEREN-TIAL TWO-WHEEL CHASSIS
Mathematical model of the mobile robot, which is used as an approximation of the real mobile robot consists of kinematic model and dynamic model [2] , [6] . To suppress the robot's dynamics, an internal loop is also included -the block scheme of the mobile robot is depicted on Fig. 1 this robot can be used further in control structures. The mobile robot's reference input w(t) are desired velocities, the output of internal control loop q(t) are robot's current velocities, which are then by kinematic model transformed to resulting robot posture p(t). The control inputs are differences between the desired and current velocities e(t) = w(t) − q(t) while the control output u(t) affects the dynamics of the robot as forces or torques. Posture of the robot in respect to origin of the global coordinate system (GCS) is expressed by position coordinates x, y of it's local coordinate system (LCS) origin with rotation defined by an angle ϕ. At the same time, the position vector p can include the angular rotation position of robot wheels as θ R , θ L , but they have rather informational value. Position vector of the mobile robot is defined as
The kinematic model of two-wheeled mobile robot with differentially controlled motors, which chassis concept scheme is depicted on Fig. 2 , is defined for LCS origin O LCS , that usually lies in the middle of rotation axis between wheels. The distance from O LCS to wheel mount is ±b and both wheels have the same radius of r. In this article, the point O LCS is also the centre of gravity and the reference point for mobile robot control. Kinematic model can be defined for robot's overall linear velocity v(t) and it's angular velocity ω(t), but for the most control structures [1] , [2] it is necessary to define it for wheel angular velocities 
while the rotation matrix R(ϕ) is defined for positive, counter-clockwise rotation
Also, the same transformation of coordinates applies on point velocities aṡ
While deriving the kinematic model, the holonomic constraints dependent on chassis dimensions and wheel placement has to be taken into account.
Holonomic constraints for mobile robot movement
For the mobile robot kinematics, it is assumed that robot wheels are rolling without the lateral and longitudinal slip [1] , [3] . Velocity of the robot in terms of y-coordinate in robot's LCS is zero and using rotation matrix R(ϕ) it is possible to define holonomic constraint for the robot position in GCS aṡ
which gives
The same (6) constraint for lateral movement applies on both wheels and it can be obtained from general definition of classical wheel placement in chassis. The position of wheel in robot's LCS can be defined using polar coordinates as demonstrated on Fig. 3 , where l is euclidean distance between O LCS and wheel mount, α denotes the angle of the mount against LCS X axis and the β defines the shift in wheel mount. Based on the geometric properties of the wheel mounted in point A, the constraint for zero movement in LCS Y axis can be defined in GCS as
where for values α = π, β = 0 and l = b that applies for left wheel mounted in point B, giveṡ
which leads to the same result as in (6) as well in the case of right wheel. Since both wheel are rolling without the longitudinal slip (pure rolling), the linear velocities in can be expressed as
The constraint for wheel mounted in point A in terms of LCS X axis can be expressed in GCS as
where r is wheel radius andθ is wheel's angular rolling velocity. As previous, for the left wheel with the same values l, α, β as in 
The same approach applies also for right wheel, that differs in l = −b and overall holonomic constraints for mobile robot movement (6), (12) can be expressed as matrix defined for position vector (1) as
According to these holonomic constraints (13), it is possible to derive the kinematic model for the mobile robot chassis in following part of the article.
Kinematic model of mobile robot
The general kinematic model of mobile robot defined for overall linear velocity v =ẋ L and overall angular velocity ω =φ can be derived using R(ϕ) in GCS as
As mentioned previously, for the control purposes it is often required to define kinematic model for wheel velocities.
Overall linear velocity of the robot is mean value of both wheel linear velocities expressed as
Overall angular velocity in term of instantaneous centre of curvature (ICC) can be expressed as
where by substitution of actual turning radius R 0 , the equation for overall angular velocity expressed by wheel linear velocities v R , v L can be obtained as
On the basis of relations (9), it is possible to modify (15), (17) for angular velocities as
The kinematic model defined for position vector (1) and wheel angular velocities ω R , ω L is obtained by substitution of (18) into general kinematic model (14) while it satisfies the holonomic constraints (13) and it can be written in compact matrix form
The kinematic model (19) as mobile robot representation is standalone applicable for some control structures, but the inclusion of dynamics will increase it's accuracy.
Dynamic model of mobile mobile robot
Dynamic model of mobile robot presented in this article includes the effects of robot's overall mass m and overall moment of inertia J. It can be obtained using the second Newton's law [6] for forces
In application of (20) to wheel motor's traction forces F R , F L , it is possible to express the overall angular acceleration aṡ
Traction forces F R , F L can be defined also as wheel torques, while the overall torque of the robot is defined as a sum of wheel partial torques
where opposite direction of F L is required to satisfy the equation (22). Again, using the second Newton's law, it is possible to express τ Robot as function ofω as
where the J is robot's overall moment of inertia. Angular accelerationω can be also expressed as a function of traction forceṡ
Based on the relations (21), (24), it is possible to obtain the mobile robot's dynamic model defined for wheel motor's traction forces F R , F L , that can be implemented in simulation model of mobile robot (Fig. 1). 
Internal control loop
Internal control loop serves for the suppression of the mobile robot dynamics impacts. The control target is to minimize the error between the desired and actual velocities of the robot using traction forces as control outputs. In the case of considering only the mass and inertia, it is possible to apply the P controllers, however, in most cases, where there are disturbances, it is necessary to use PI controller to avoid permanent control deviation. Also, the DC motors, gearboxes and encoders with own dynamics are included in control loop, but in this article they are assumed as transfer function of 1 for the simplification. However, the control output have to be limited for the maximal traction force, that the wheel motor can produce.
Mathematical model of mobile robot consisting of kinematic model (19) and dynamic model (21), (24) The behaviour of this model is much closer to real model than the kinematic model standalone, but it is still inaccurate in terms of traction forces F R , F L actuation. In case of motion with constant velocity, when there is no acceleration, the traction forces are no longer acting. In real mobile robot, to maintain it's the constant velocity requires the constant actuation, which compensates the effect of gravitational pull and friction between contact surfaces. Therefore, it is appropriate to include the friction effects into simulation model of mobile robot to achieve better accuracy.
Friction as dynamics extension
In most cases, the friction is expressed as dependency of force acting against moving object to it's velocity and the most used mathematical models of friction are depicted on Fig. 5 . Basic friction models include Coulomb (kinetic) friction, viscous friction and static friction (stiction) with Stribeck effect [4] , [5] . Coulomb friction model defines the constant friction force against movement as
and µ k is Coulomb friction coefficient, F N is normal force acting on robot and sgn(v) defines the direction of v. If the robot is moving (v = 0), it is possible to apply the viscous friction as
where µ v is viscous friction coefficient and it rises with rising velocity. If the robot doesn't move (v = 0), it is still affected by the static friction, often known as stiction which expresses the force F s , that excitation force F e need to overcome to set robot moving and it can be defined as
where µ s is static friction coefficient. It always applies that µ s ≥ µ k and in non-equal case (µ s = µ k ) with nonzero low velocity, the Stribeck effect applies -it defines the curve shape of the exponential friction decrease with increasing velocity by coefficient c s . The kinetic friction, acting against moving robot can be considered as
The general model of friction based on Coulomb (25), viscous (26) and static friction (27) with Stribeck curve (28) can be expressed as
Mathematical model implementation in Simulink
Since it is that the friction force F f r acts against robot movement or against the excitation force F e while not moving, it must be ensured that the friction force wouldn't cause the movement of the robot already in the implementation of model (Fig. 4) into the simulation environment. It is possible using the State and Reset integrator ports of (21), (24) as shown on Fig. 6 . Using the Hit crossing block on the output of integrators state ports, the future transition of wheel linear velocity from and to zero is captured, which will trigger the friction force -static or kinetic, wherein a reset of the wheel linear velocity occurs only when there is only a friction force acting and slowing the non-actuated motion of the wheel. At the same time, it is necessary to reset the overall angular velocity integrator in case, when both wheels are not moving.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify how friction affects the movement of mobile robot, the open-loop without the internal control loop and closed loop-control simulations were carried out. Dynamic parameters of mobile robot used in both simulation experiments are: m = 0.5kg, J = 5 · 10 −4 kg · m 2 and friction coefficients are µ K = 0.05, µ S = 0.05, µ V = 0.1 and c s = 20.
Open-loop verification
The first experiment depicted on Fig. 7 demonstrates, how the mobile robot is stopped due to friction in comparison to the robot with same dynamics, but no friction -it remains in constant circular movement. The excitation force F e , that rises from zero in time t = 0s with trapezoidal shape with 0.5N maximum is fed to the inputs of dynamic model as traction forces F R , F L . The left wheel receives the 10% lower input traction force to achieve final circular trajectory. In time t = 1.5s the force F e fall back to zero. The action of the friction components F f rR to right wheel linear velocity are shown on Fig. 8 . Without any input, the robot slows down due to friction. 
Closed-loop verification
The second experiment depicted on Fig. 9 compares the relative position of kinematic (ideal) model towards the models with dynamics and internal control loop in desired movement on unit circle. Internal loop PI controllers ensure zero control deviation in terms of the desired overall linear velocity v w = 0.5m/s and overall angular velocity ω w = 0.5rad/s, but at a cost in terms of position displacement. In the case of dynamics with friction, the control input in steady state is constant and non-zero, the plot of forces is acting on right wheel shown in Fig. 10 . 
CONCLUSIONS
The main focus of this article is to present the approach to obtain the mathematical model of differentially driven two-wheel mobile robot, that consist of kinematic model and dynamic model with internal control loop using Newton's laws approach. This approach is extended with chassis constraints analysis, that can be applied also in the kinematics model derivation of different wheel configurations. Moreover, the general model of friction is also included into dynamics of mobile robot's simulation model in Simulink environment to increase model accuracy. The presented experiments demonstrate, how the friction can affect dynamics of the robot in terms of it's position. The obtained simulation model can be further used as a source of more accurate training data in application of neural models in control structures for mobile robot control tasks to achieve a more realistic behaviour [2] .
